
Abhinav is an alumnus of NIT Surathkal, and

worked at Goldman Sachs as an analyst for 1.5 years

before starting Perpule. He’s an angel investor and

was also nominated for the prestigious Forbes 30

under 30.

He's the Co-Founder, and CEO, Perpule, a SaaS app

for express self-checkouts and easy payments.

In 2015, Abhinav Pathak and Saketh BSV,

colleagues at Goldman Sachs in Bengaluru, visited

a Labour Day sale in NYC and witnessed huge

checkout lines. They wanted to solve this, and

thought of creating a DIY solution to huge

checkout lanes. Hence, Perpule was born.
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Perpule aspires to improve the shopping

experience of customers and solves the

problem of queues at checkout counters.

Customers use Perpule app to discover

products, scan barcodes, get all the offer and

pricing information for the products and can

also check out and pay in the app itself. In the

world of growing e-commerce, Perpule is

trying to develop technologies to alleviate

brick-and-mortar firms’ most critical pain and

friction points to fight off the online-only

shopping model and enhance a retailer’s

overall omnichannel strategy.

Perpule, acquired by Amazon in March 2021,

is one of the fastest-growing retail

tech/commerce companies in India and is on

a mission to build the commerce platform for

India..
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How did you find your product market fit?

Consistently high NPS

Very good retention cohort. 80-90% wow/mom

retention for b2c & low touch products. 95%+ for

SaaS

Organic growth & new customers (paying)

coming in from word of mouth

PMF is always hard & time taking. We discovered it

after a product pivot from Self Checkout to PoS

billing systems and over 1.5years in the journey.

There is no standard, it's different for everyone. Few

key things to look at for PMF would be

It may take longer time for enterprise SaaS

businesses particularly, as it takes some time to

close deals & then again sometime to deploy the

solution owing to the complexity. Making systems

self serve would help fast-track it however complex

the product might be.We pivoted from Self

Checkouts because the second point mentioned

above wasn't great for us. After launching the POS

product, it would have taken around 7-8 months to

establish PMF

Journey was lovely when I look back at it in

retrospective. Got to know and built great

relationships with the top management running

Large Format Retail Companies in India. SEA &

MiddleEast. Quite enriching to learn so much about

this massive industry which contributed heavily to

the GDP & workforce of every country in the world.It

took us 3 months for us to convince our first

customer HyperCITY to say yes and another 2

months to go live. So patience & perseverance is the

remains the key highlight here for this market. It is

slow moving but large & deep, so it takes a lot of

time to build momentum before the growth lever

kicks in. Whether the retailers use your product or

not, they would for sure encourage it which clearly

shows that this market is way behind in tech

adoption and everyone knows it, hence the

opportunity

How was your journey getting Indian retailers

adopt Perpule. How do you see this for medium

sized merchants

No right answer. Almost everyone I have heard told

me different stories on this. Keep experimenting is

the most critical thing I would say. Suddenly there

will be an inflection point where it all starts to add

up and grow. Tons of really good documentation

available online but the bottomline remain

Experimenting.Focus on NPS & Cohorts, once they

look super solid, that customer base can help you

arrive at the right price.

How do you evaluate the price of your

product/service?
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It would be great if you could share the the

top 3 learnings from your entrepreneurial

journey so far?

Perseverance. Never give up, coz the day you do

even and iota of it, it's already over

Learn from mistakes & iterate fast to arrive at the

right PMF/Growth stage. Talking to a large pool

of people for feedback helps a lot, reading books

too is super helpful which many don't get time

for

Hiring is the key. If you can't hire & develop the

best of the talent pool, there is no way you are

going to succeed in the long term
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How does it feel to be a founder with a

successful exit?

Since your chronicle in NYC in 2015 that

lead to Perpule, what are views on the

changes in the Indian consumer space?

Difficulties faced by you during building

Perpule?

Here's my set of questions -

1.

2.

3.

I've used Perpule alot of times, love the

application!

Haha it's great but nothing much changes

actually. The hustle continues. Once and

entrepreneur, always and entrepreneur is more

true than ever

Getting hotter at some crazy pace. The

opportunity is literally unlimited. More than that

I'm so happy to see folks sitting in India and

building for the world. It's easier than ever

before. Right time to startup is NOW

Tons. Top would be

Hiring & building the right team. Too hard for

growth companies. Founders need to focus 70%

of their time to get it in control

Understanding and concluding if you have

achieved the PMF. Very easy to conclude in

retrospective, very hard to arrive at forward

looking. Best to talk to a lot of angels and VCs

openly to conclude if you have the PMF or not

Growing the teams to take more responsibility

and start running the business. As Binny says,

founders need to reinvent themselves every

18months, so does the core team. Very critical to

find the people with the right DNA and do

everything to retain them

Understanding & Implementing Growth Hacking

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

What firms do you suggest startup founders

should approach for seed funding or series A

?And, are investors easy to crack or are they

skeptics? Asking cause raising money in a

London or San Francisco seems much easier

Short answer - Try everyone

If you end up getting more than 2-3 offers, then be

careful about selecting the right VCs who would

support you in the long term. VCs are partners in the

business as much as you are, best to pick folks you

like & respect and you can learn a lot from their

age/experience across tons of other companies. The

early mistakes made by entrepreneurs are quite

similar, it will help if someone can help you get over

them as fast as possible, that's where VC partner can

add value.Again there is no right answer, best to go

with someone where you are able to establish

mutual trust, respect & long term commitment,

someone who would back you in the tough times

too. Top few in my mind would be Sequoia, Saif,

Accel, Kalaari, Prime, Matrix, Helion, Blume, Nexus,

IDG, etc.Also good to get some good angels onboard

too, they would end up becoming your sounding

board for literally anything, I have had great

experiences there. There are 100s of them active

right now, a few I would name would be Jitendra

Gupta, Kunal Shah, Raghu, Revant, Aneesh, Rajan,

Girish, Anand Lunia, VSS, Naveen Tiwari, etc. and

many more.Rasining money outside I'm sure is easy,

because finally it's a function of demand and supply.

But I'm very confident that there is enough capital in

India for entrepreneurs building large tech

businesses.I'm actively investing myself and very

bullish of the companies emerging in this decade.

Once you get used to rejection, raising money

becomes a cake walk if your business is solid from

within. Best advice I have got here is from Ritesh of

Oyo, "Suno Sabki, Karo Apni".
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Love the work you guys are doing!Can you

please talk a little about your experience in

convincing the big chains on solving this

problem?

1. Did they acknowledge that it was a

problem?

2. How did you convince them that your

product would solve their woes?

It was hard. Whenever working with enterprise/large

companies, follow a top down approach. Only senior

leaders can drive fast changes across the org. Works

like a charmMajority acknowledged it was a

problem but folks are not looking to make a minor

upgrade. If you can show the value in the product by

showing its 10x better than the current way,

adoption would get fast tracked massively.More on

convincing them, it's a journey and takes time to

build trust. Early customers are taking the bet on the

team & later ones on the product, so keeping both at

very high standards is critical. Formal presentations,

commitment to solving the problems, focussing on

the right areas, showcasing conviction are a few

traits to winning your customers. Feel free to ping

people on LinkedIn/Phone/Whatsapp wherever

necessary, 70-80% are fine if your proposition is

good. Tools like Lusha work like a charm.

What do you think is the future of retail? Will

voice commerce be a huge opportunity?

Voice not very sure looking at the current trends.

Retail had a huge selection, majority of time is spent

is browsing/touching/looking at the product and

very less to make the decision of purchase. Since

voice is more focussed towards the later, not sure if

it will be huge anytime soon.

*Just my guess, can be totally wrong here 

Congrats on the exit!!-Could you elaborate if

the Indian VC Ecosystem is in good shape for

exits??

-How did you decide on raise vs Exit??

-What's next perpule team with Amazon?

Not very sure about exits but I never built the

business to get the exit. Having the long term

view to building a business & looking at IPO as

the exit is what i suggest. You may or may not

get there and find/create better opportunities

along the way is absolutely fine but thinking to

exit from initial days isn't the right approach in

my thought.

Weigh on the opportunity, when raise vs exit

whichever unlocks a disproportionately large &

long term opportunity is the right one to look at.

Also very critical to think of team, customers,

shareholders, etc. while deciding this. Very very

subjective & best to be looked at case by case

The team as-is moved to Amazon and continues

to do the same work but focus more on SMBs in

India
Had you have any trouble or conflicts with VCs

now or earlier? How you handled them? How

much can you really push back?

Conflicts are very normal, would have had it many times.

It's critical to look at VCs like partners who are equally

responsible to steer the company as much as you. They

are not your bosses, they are partners and are in this as

much as you are, very critical to remember that. You can

push back as much as you want, but my advice here is to

rather convince everyone for what you are doing and not

just blanket push back on suggestions. Taking everyone

together makes the journey a lot more enriching.In our

board meetings, we used to have a proper action items

discussion for everyone. It's absolutely fine to give VCs also

some work to do which you can follow up on in further

board meetings. Quite a lot of things they can do to add

value, but it has to be always driven by the Founder or the

CEO. Key tasks for VCs would be like:

Intros/connects,Validation on numbers,Review of

goals,Competitor comparison,Market benchmarks,What

would the next round investor be happy to see in terms of

scale
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what's your daily reading/listening habit like?

2. Currently, UPI payments have a higher

failure rate and it's easy for the customer to

incorrectly blame the visible partner (in retail

transaction, it's your organisation they know)

as the reason for this failure. How do you

convince them?

3. What's your team size like?

Work related reading takes a good 20-30% of my

time. Beyond that I try to spend an hour reading

books everyday (30mins on busy days), it works

like charm

Keeping the right communication to customer is

critical. Showing them where the money is and

why it failed and when would they get it back

makes them comfortable.

100+

1.

2.

3.

Do you think SaaS / Retail Tech + B2B

Ecommerce Transactions are the holy

grail of scale and retention as you

combine network effects with high

switching costs for SMBs/kiranas?

If yes, how do you think 1-2 leaders will

emerge in this space while most will shut

shop? (success via marketing dollars,

management/culture?)

1.

2.

I would agree but I'm quite there can be many

other approaches too. The SMBs as a market is

still opening up and many approaches would

come to attract and win them. Maybe you can

elaborate more on the question please.

Consolidation will happen for sure but winner

according to me would be:

One who is able to build best retention, however

you do it for the long term

Solve for economics

Continues to innovate at massive pace

If you had to break the industry down for a

school kid, how would you explain the key

players (for instance in cricket you have

batting team, bowling team, umpires and

audience)

Manufacturers / Brands (HUL, PnG, Haldirams, etc.

Will put farmers also here for simplicity)

Manufacturers to Retailer Supply Chain

(Distributors, B2B Stores, Mandi, Wholesale, B2B

E-commerce, etc.)

Retailer to Customer Supply Chain (Modern

Retailers (LFRs), SMBs, Kiranas, Marketplaces, D2C

Brands)

Solution / Service Providers (Tech/SaaS, Logistics,

Warehousing, ECommerce, Payments, etc.)

Great question. Not sure if I will give the best answer,

would try nonetheless:

Do you think SaaS / Retail Tech + B2B

Ecommerce Transactions are the holy

grail of scale and retention as you

combine network effects with high

switching costs for SMBs/kiranas?

If yes, how do you think 1-2 leaders will

emerge in this space while most will shut

shop? (success via marketing dollars,

management/culture?)

1.

2.

I would agree but I'm quite there can be many

other approaches too. The SMBs as a market is

still opening up and many approaches would

come to attract and win them. Maybe you can

elaborate more on the question please.

Consolidation will happen for sure but winner

according to me would be:

One who is able to build best retention, however

you do it for the long term

Solve for economics

Continues to innovate at massive pace

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.


